Secure fuel tank fill points away from theft
without making level readings difficult!
Closed - Example Installation

CTS Fuel Tank
Fill Point Cabinet

2"

The CTS Fill Point Cabinet makes up part of the increasing
range of in-house designed storage tank products. It is
designed to securely lock away the fuel tank's fill point
from theft and tampering, without making it difficult to view
level readings.
The benefit of the CTS fill point cabinet over alternatives
on the market is its partial glass front. If an installed gauge
is showing a low fuel level, anyone at the tank can identify
that a fuel delivery is required even when the cabinet is
closed. On other models with a full metal door this would
go undetected until the cabinet was next opened, which
could result in unexpectedly running out.

SIZE

2

TOP ENTRY

3

ORIENTATION

Please note:
Alarms & gauges
are purchased
separately

Benefits...

1

Open - As Supplied

1

Partial tempered glass front to allow the viewing of
alarm/gauges even if locked, meaning that an issue
can be detected without accessing the cabinet first.

2

As the glass front is only partial, the fill point is still
secured out of sight and reach behind the lockable
cabinet door. It is positioned so that if the glass is
broken, no syphoning fitting can be attached.

3

Pre-threaded mounting holes on the cabinet back
plate for the simple installation of multiple types of
alarms and gauges.

4

Removable drip tray with sight glass & easy grip
handle, which can be opened even when the
cabinet is locked to allow convenient emptying/
cleaning at all times.

5

Top entry 2” fill point c/w lever ball valve to isolate
the line, check valve, union and filler cap to prevent
dripping.

6

Top and bottom vents to allow airflow circulation at
all times and prevent the build-up of vapour from
any excess diesel sitting in the drip tray.

7

4 cable gland cut outs to allow the power cables
and gauge tubing to be neatly fixed into the unit.

8

Painted sturdy steel cabinet with lockable door
catches and wall brackets for easy tank mounting.

9

Alarms and gauges are available to be purchased
separately (see right) to fit inside the cabinet.
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Accessories...

230v
F0075510D
Cat Page: 111

9

Percentage
OAB9000
Cat Page: 107

Mains Multi-Zone
SWS2000
Cat Page: 99

Code

Description

Entry

Fill Point

Lever Ball Valve

Filler Cap

Drip Tray

Fluids

CTS1049

CTS Lockable Fill Point Cabinet

Top

2"

o

Aluminium

o

A
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